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zero bias – a CQ editorial

“Communications on behalf
of an employer” – a CQ Proposal
§97.113 Prohibited transmissions.
(a) No amateur station shall transmit:
(3) Communications in which the station licensee
or control operator has a pecuniary interest, including communications on behalf of an employer.
…
(5) Communications, on a regular basis, which
could reasonably be furnished alternatively
through other radio services.
ver the past year or so, there has been quite
a bit of confusion over exactly what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate use of
amateur radio, particularly with regard to emergency communications and “communications on
behalf of an employer.” It started after a ham who
works for a hospital posted information on the internet about the ham station he had built there for
emergency use and how he had used it effectively
in a disaster drill. FCC Special Counsel Laura Smith
e-mailed him that the provisions of Section
97.113(a)(3) of the FCC rules (see above) were very
specific in prohibiting communications on behalf of
an employer and made no exceptions for whether
an employee was on the clock or regularly involved
in providing communication services for the employer. In other words, his use of the station that he hadbuilt, as a hospital employee representing the hospital in a drill, was not permitted.
The fallout from this e-mail has been widespread
and perhaps greater than anticipated. The goal—
quite legitimately—is to prevent “served agencies,”
those organizations for which hams provide volunteer public service and emergency communications, from taking advantage of us and our spectrum for their own internal use. Unfortunately, there
have been growing reports of this happening in different parts of the country. But the net result of the
FCC’s “no exceptions, no excuses” interpretation of
this rule has been an abundance of caution, with
emergency service agencies barring their employees who are licensed hams from participating in disaster drills to some agencies severing long-standing relationships with amateur radio groups in order
to prevent any possibility of violating the law. It got
to be so significant that the FCC adopted a “some
exceptions, sometimes” policy, saying it would consider granting waivers on a case-by-case basis, but
only for specific requests from government agencies and only for disaster drills.
Hams inquiring about the application of this rule
have been told that if they disagree with the current
interpretation, they should file a petition for rule mak-
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ing to change it. At least one group so far, which
includes CQ Contributing Editor Gordon West,
WB6NOA, has done so. That petition asks the FCC
to codify an exception to permit hams to participate
in emergency and disaster communications and
training “without regard to whether the amateur
operator has related employment” (see Gordon’s
“Op Ed” on this topic, on page 48 of this issue). This
would, for example, permit National Weather
Service meteorologists who are also hams (see this
month’s “Public Service” column) to directly participate in SKYWARN communications and training
when necessary.
We have no problem with this petition, but we feel
that it does not go far enough to really solve the
problem, because the problem extends beyond the
narrow scope of emergency communications. This
rule applies to all amateur communications, and
broad application of this very strict interpretation
could have far-reaching impact on the Amateur
Radio Service in ways that the FCC perhaps did
not anticipate.
For starters, employees of amateur radio publications could no longer conduct equipment reviews,
since any transmissions made for the purpose of
evaluating a piece of gear could be considered “communications on behalf of an employer” and would
therefore be prohibited. Take it a step further and I
should probably just sell my ham gear, since people
have a tendency to recognize me on the air and occasionally make a comment regarding CQ. Any
response other than rudely ignoring them could be
considered “communication on behalf of an employer,” even if all I say is “call me or send an e-mail.”
The greatest impact could be on a program that is
universally recognized as beneficial for everyone
concerned—the Amateur Radio on the International
Space Station (ARISS) program. NASA considers
ARISS to be part of its educational outreach program,
and it has helped countless young people worldwide
to consider careers in science and technology. NASA
astronauts participating in ARISS by making school
contacts (during their personal time, on a voluntary
basis) are clearly speaking in their roles as NASA
astronauts and are therefore transmitting “communications on behalf of an employer.”
Since we do not believe that it is the FCC’s intent
to shut down ARISS or prevent ham magazines
from conducting equipment reviews, we have filed
our own petition for rule making, seeking a broader clarification to the rule. Our proposal is to add the
following to section 97.113:
(e) Communications on behalf of an employer
may be transmitted on an occasional basis, provided that:
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